Aquarius™ Water Based Pigments are a universal pigment set for use with all Aquarius™ Water Based inks.

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Highly concentrated
- Universal pigment set: can be used with all Aquarius™ water based inks including specialty products
- Cost effective
- Vibrant color

**PRINTING TIPS**

- Colors should be made in accordance with Zodiac™ IMS mixing software available from zodiacinks.com.
- Please refer to relevant Aquarius™ PIB to determine the maximum pigment loading.
- All Aquarius™ Water Based Pigments should be stirred prior to use.
- Test all prints for color fastness and print durability before starting the production run.

**PIGMENTS**

- **AQUARIUS™ BLACK PC**
- **AQUARIUS™ RED B PC**
- **AQUARIUS™ WHITE PC**
- **AQUARIUS™ GREEN PC**
- **AQUARIUS™ ORANGE PC**
- **AQUARIUS™ FLUORESCENT VIOLET PC**
- **AQUARIUS™ YELLOW R PC**
- **AQUARIUS™ FLUORESCENT RED PC**
- **AQUARIUS™ YELLOW G PC**
- **AQUARIUS™ FLUORESCENT YELLOW PC**
- **AQUARIUS™ BLUE R PC**
- **AQUARIUS™ FLUORESCENT PINK PC**
- **AQUARIUS™ BLUE G PC**
- **AQUARIUS™ MAGENTA PC**
- **AQUARIUS™ VIOLET PC**

**COMPLIANCE**

- Water based, non PVC, non phthalate
- Visit ZodiacInks/Aquarius for more information

**PRECAUTIONS**

The information above is given in good faith and does not release you from testing inks and fabrics to confirm suitability of substrate and application process to meet your customer standards and specifications.